No more jagged text
You’ve seen them before, those unsightly “jaggies” that make your important documents look a little rough around the edges. Well, it’s time to clear things up.

Introducing **Pointless™** — a new font technology for the Apple IIGS that dramatically improves text output.

**Fantastic looking text on your printer and screen**
Just install the Pointless software, and your documents will look better than ever before, without unsightly hard-to-read jagged text. Pointless works with any printer connected to your GS, including the ImageWriter®, StyleWriter®, and HP DeskJet™, providing impressive razor-sharp text.

**The quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog.**
**The quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog.**

*ImageWriter II printing before and after Pointless*

What’s more, letters displayed on the screen will appear smooth, crisp and clear at even the largest point sizes.

**TrueType fonts — An industry standard**
To make all this possible, Pointless uses TrueType™ fonts, bringing the latest advance in scalable font technology from the Macintosh to your Apple IIGS. Unlike the fixed-size fonts you’re now using that only look good at specific sizes, a single TrueType font can be scaled to any size, up to 255 points, with perfect clarity.

**Works with your GS programs**
Pointless works transparently with GS-specific programs, including favorites like AppleWorks GS, HyperStudio, HyperCard GS, Platinum Paint, GraphicWriter III, and BeagleWrite GS.

Simply pull-down the Font menu and your new TrueType fonts are listed with your older fixed-size fonts.

**Outstanding designs deserve Pointless**
To help you design great-looking pages immediately, a variety of popular TrueType fonts are included with Pointless.

New York
Geneva
Courier
**Courier bold**
Monaco
*Σφυμβολ (Symbol)*

Since TrueType is an industry standard, hundreds of additional fonts are available to add impact and style to your projects.

**System requirements**
Pointless requires an Apple IIGS with 1.25 megabytes RAM (2Mb recommended) and System software GS/OS 5.0 or higher (including System 6). Works with one or more 3.5” disk drives, or a hard disk.
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